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Dare ideas 

 

If a player lands on a dare field (green) they either answer the question or choose the 
number 1-20 and perform the dare. Alternatively you can ask other players to come up 
with some, hopefully not too crazy, ideas. 

 

1. Serenade someone in the group 
2. Talk in an accent the next three times you speak  
3. Dance to a song of a group’s choosing  
4. Write or draw something embarrassing somewhere no your body ( of a group’s 

choosing) 
5. Make everyone in the group smile, keep going until everyone has cracked a smile  
6. Sell a piece of trash to someone in the group. Use your best salesmanship 
7. Imitate a celebrity ( of a group’s choosing) for 30 seconds 
8. Make a funny face and keep making it for 2 minutes while the game continues 
9. Imagine something in your room. Now spell it with your nose and keep spelling it 

until someone from the group guesses what you are trying to spell 
10. After the group chooses one word, sing a song of your choice in English and 

insert that word ONCE into every line of the song 
11. Do your best president impression 
12. Sing everything you say for the next 10 minutes 
13. Wear a finger moustache for the next 5 minutes 
14. Go a whole minute without blinking  
15. Let each player choose one word, then attempt to form a sentence with it 
16. Do your best impression of someone in the room and keep going until someone 

correctly guesses who it is 
17. Imagine the person to your left is your pet, talk to them as though you just got 

home 
18. Make up a song about the teacher 
19. For the next 10 minutes everything you say must be spoken in baby talk 
20. Propose to the person on your left 
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